
BUBBLE BASICS 

FAQs regarding VBS 2021 

   in Wezembeek-Oppem 

16-20 August, 10:00 – 13:45 

Why not an online VBS (like in 2020)? – A physical VBS with a high level of “togetherness” is 

the hallmark of this once-in-a-year adventure. We – like all supervising adults - learned new 

skills in preparing / applying the online contents, but this year the building was less available to 

make the videos, and our personal circumstances have changed as well in several cases. We 

are grateful that the current situation indicates the feasibility of a VBS on location. Also, it will be 

wonderful to welcome Junior Helpers (ages 12-15) again to serve during VBS.  

Why limiting the number of VBS kids to max. 80? – The space available to each Bubble 

dictates this, and there’s also a general concern to “re-start” VBS with reduced complexity. (In 

other words, a limited number of kids would apply even if we had a fully ‘traditional’ set-up!) 

What age are VBS kids? – 5-11 by the end of August. (One little exception can be 5th birthday 

reached by end of September provided a sibling is a fellow VBS kid: by definition, they would be 

in the same Bubble.) 

What is the “working” language of VBS? - English has always been the vernacular of our 

VBS, all materials and songs are in English: Some passive understanding at least will be 

essential for most kids to fully enjoy the programme with all its engaging aspects. 

Why 3 Bubbles? – We may feel on the way “out” of the pandemic, but nothing is certain, and 

there will remain a background of health concerns. Operating in Bubbles allows for real and for 

“tech-supported” interaction (strictly “under same roof”, though rules will be communicated 

closer to VBS for the case a Bubble needs to close down), while keeping closer physical 

contacts somewhat contained. To give each Bubble sufficient space (incl. their dedicated 

entry/exit door, access to dedicated sanitary facilities, and at least one ‘branch-out-room) their 

number needs to be limited to three. 

Where is a Bubble located? – One will set up their jungle camp in the Sanctuary (main 

worship room, where there will be also the “technical HQ”), a second in Fellowship Hall 

(basement), and a third in the Youth Room (top floor). Relevant parts of the building, like 

corridors, will be “blocked” (but in such a way that emergency evacuation will remain feasible. A 

requirement also needed for cleaning purposes.) 

Who is in the same Bubble? – All who are from the same family/household: Hence a helping 

mum/dad (Senior Helper) and/or a helping sibling (Junior Helper) and/or a VBS kid would all be 

“together”. With 4 or 5 crews to each Bubble, we probably will see a slightly bigger age mix per 

crew. (Siblings will be put in separate crews.)  

Can I choose the Bubble for my kid or myself as volunteer to help? – This will not be 

possible: only the central task of Assembly presenter and other “live” tasks must be located in 

the Sanctuary Bubble because it serves as the “broadcasting” Bubble. (Be mindful, the building 

requires navigating some sets of stairs for every Bubble, but you only need to “rotate” to another 

location twice, for Games and for Lunch Break – weather permitting!)  

What else besides these 3 main Bubbles? – We will have a Preschool Area (by definition, a 

“semi-permeable” Bubble, so that helping mums/dads can have their little one during lunch). 

And we will have a Games Area with its own Leader. (These two areas will be closest to our 

traditional experience of VBS      ). And finally, there will be Admin & Support Area. 



 

What are typical Bubble tasks for VBS volunteers? – Each Bubble will have a Bubble Master 

and his/her Bubble Assistant. Together they handle the practical challenges and encourage 

everyone to serve together with joy. (As Bible Story ideally should happen ‘live’ within each 

Bubble, we expect all 3 Bubble Masters to present this part: helpful prep material will be 

available. Bible Story will also require three actors, on Tuesday, and three actresses on Friday). 

And each Bubble will have their own Bubble Usher(s), who are the gatekeepers (literally!) when 

people arrive, and when people leave. (One usher could be just for the morning, and another for 

the afternoon,… and in between, we need volunteers for lunch logistics and security: these 

would function as part of the Admin Area Team) At the heart of each Bubble, like with every 

VBS, are the crews, each with their Crew Leader and Assistant Crew Leader(s). – Outside is 

the Games Leader with several Games Assistants. - And of course, we need a dedicated Pre-

School Team, explaining Bible Story, Crafts, Games, KidVid Video, Songs to the 2/3/4-year-olds 

of other volunteers helping elsewhere, PLUS caring Nursery Assistant(s) for the babies and 

toddlers we need to keep safe and happy. 

What activities will be different this year? - There is no separate Music Station, but songs will 

be embedded in the Opening and Closing Assemblies – and can be used ad lib during 

remaining Bubble time. (Song actions will be shown and explained.) And there is no Snacks 

Station, but we want to challenge kids and their families to do snacks at home and use it to 

remember what they learned during their VBS day. (Tips and instructions will be provided.) 

When can I register my kid or myself (to volunteer as helper)? - Online registration, via the 

IBC website, will be in July only: Please expect that a waiting list may need to apply. And please 

be aware that the online registration facility may close early if all vacancies are taken up. (At 

that moment, enquiries via contact form can still be helpful to secure a place on the waiting list.) 

– IMPORTANT for kids and volunteers alike: A commitment for all 5 VBS days will be essential, 

also to help each Bubble to quickly “feel at home”. Please avoid any travel that extends into the 

start of VBS week, or any travel that leads to mandatory quarantine!  

Do I (as an adult) need to give proof of a Corona vaccination? – We have not made this a 

pre-requisite for serving as volunteer as such, but an indication (under comments, when 

registering) will be helpful. 

What is the participation fee? – For every VBS kid aged 5-11 the fee will be EUR 20. After the 

close of online registration, there will be a time during the first 2 weeks in August to pay this fee 

via transfer. That way we take significant complexity and friendly “chaos” out of the first VBS 

day! 

Why “rough it” at VBS? Why may this be a VBS for “toughies”?       – In general, at this 

moment we expect that Senior and Junior Helpers need to wear masks unless in “presentation” 

mode, but rules and context may get lighter... - The Youth Room Bubble is under the roof rafters 

and potentially quite warm, and up several flights of stairs. The Fellowship Hall Bubble is in the 

relatively cool basement and will have only one side-room to branch out into. The Sanctuary 

Bubble too will have only one side-room to branch out into. They’ll also need to leave a 

reserved area free for Pre-schoolers to join the adventure for Closing Assembly. - Admin & 

Support Area will primarily operate under the garage door to the storage shed. - Games Area 

will use the sports shed and the lawn (we may have a tent-like structure there). However, details 

for these two areas will also depend on where plans for shed refurbishment are at in August.  

… it’ll be rough …       

 


